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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer inves-
tigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes 
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rub-
ber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was 
only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he 
added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Inves-
tigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes 
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
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has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I be-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was 
only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he 
added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
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ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
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ter d. s. desverges, who says he was going home 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down 
to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three 
minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer investiga-
tion squad to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 
and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and 
near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i 
awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Investiga-
tion squad to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 
and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and 
near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D. 
S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D. S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga-
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D. S. Desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under 
and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. 

“When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investiga-
tion squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 
face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. 
S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer in-
vestigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i 
believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. 
S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In-
vestigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thick-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer in-
vestigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i 
believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 
float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It 
was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diam-
eter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rub-
ber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under 
and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer In-
vestigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 
float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was 
under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer in-
vestigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad 
to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was 
under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the 
ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” 
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jum
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1. mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. mars 5. Jupiter 6. saturn 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying sau-
cer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-
year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad 
to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inves-
tigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I be-
lieve I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation 
squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer investigation squad to Florida. There it h 
as been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going  
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of  
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about 
three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the 
ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i 
was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of 
feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched 
ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation 
squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There it h 
as been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going  
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of  
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense 
of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some 
scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
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ear-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing saucer investigation squad to Florida. ther 
e it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet 
from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i 
believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had 
no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-y 
ear-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Fl 
ying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. the 
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he wa 
s going home with three scouts when he saw 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 
it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I 
had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there 
was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes 
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-
year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force  
Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who sa 
ys he was going home with three scouts when 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was 
under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying sau-
cer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it 
was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that 
from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” 
he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned 
in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild 
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qui
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. 
s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investi-
gation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-
year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force  
Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who sa 
ys he was going home with three scouts when 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It 
was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes 
burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like 
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gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it 
for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms 
had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it 
for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms 
had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three min-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes 
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to 
stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and 
near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from 
the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that 
the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad 
to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three min-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Fly-
ing saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that 
the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the 
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home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. there it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force fly-
ing saucer investigation squad to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i 
was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation squad 
to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten 
feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 
him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff 
reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. there it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force fly-
ing saucer Investigation squad to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diam-
eter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. 
It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation squad 
to florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy 
sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old scout master, has sent the Air force flying sau-
cer investigation squad to florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
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Air force flying saucer investigation sq 
uad to florida. There it has been told a 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air force flying saucer investigation squad to florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force 
flying saucer investigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the 
ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the ob-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three 
minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no 
sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
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THE COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force 
flying saucer Investigation squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the ob-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air force flying saucer Investigation 
squad to florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 
minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no 
sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer inves-
tigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it 
made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him 
which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i 
awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes 
burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports 
that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is 
said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout 
master went into the woods something went off. “it looked like a roman candle.” such reports as these are definitely not in the same category as “mock suns” or other natural 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Inves-
tigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 
made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him 
which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A 
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There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes 
burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports 
that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is 
said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout 
master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” such reports as these are definitely not in the same category as “mock suns” or other natural 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only 
ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, 
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Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. 
it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on des-
verges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some schorched ground near the spot. When desverges 
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came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be that boy scout Rowan has given a 
clue. he says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “it looked like a roman candle.” such reports as these are definitely not in the same 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. 
desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go-
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 
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Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 
three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 
made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on des-
verges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some schorched ground near the spot. When desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A 
deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges 
came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a 
clue. he says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” such reports as these are definitely not in the same 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
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with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was 
only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare 
was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A 
deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some 
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story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i 
had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground 
near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be 
that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “it looked like a roman candle.” such reports 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad 
to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was 
only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare 
was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A 
deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 

“I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground 
near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may 
be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” such 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
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has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. 
S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Fly-
ing Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i 
was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation 
Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he 
added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten 
feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed 
and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild 
man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout master 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. 
S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Fly-
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he 
added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. there it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout master d. S. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 
feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed 
and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild 
man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. he says that soon after the scout master 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the 
ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the ob-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investiga-
tion squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was 
under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 
face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. 
it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges 
arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said 
to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to 
Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout 
master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the ob-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investiga-
tion squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. 
It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges 
arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said 
to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying sa 
ucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine scout ma 
ster d. s. desverges, who says he was going hom 
e with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it 
was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” des-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investi-
gation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i 
believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 
float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object 
a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff 
reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When 
desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. it may be 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying sa 
ucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine scout ma 
ster d. s. desverges, who says he was going hom 
e with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the cen-
ter and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down 
to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 
minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Inves-
tigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object 
a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff 
reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was some scorched ground near the spot. When 
desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-yea 
r-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine sco 
ut master d. s. desverges, who says he was go 
ing home with three scouts when he saw flash 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for 
about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. i believe i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet 
from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer investigation squad to Florida. there 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. it was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. i believe 
i was under and near it for about three minutes. it was only ten feet from the ground. it made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” des-
verges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When i awoke” he added, “i had 
no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout 
master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation 
squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flyi 
ng saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine s 
cout master d. s. desverges, who says he was 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper-
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer 
Investigation squad to Florida. there it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old scout master, has sent the Air Force Flying saucer Investigation squad to Florida. there 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine scout master d. s. desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe 
I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” des-
verges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A deputy sheriff reports that the hairs on desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. there was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. the scout master’s 
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what’s new in proxima nova 1.1

Since Proxima Nova was released a few months ago, two 
problems which affected some users were fixed and a new 
feature was added.

fix #1: font agent pro

The first problem affected users of Font Agent Pro. Some 
members of the Proxima Nova family were not recognized. This 
is now fixed.

fix #2: quarkxpress

The other problem affected users of QuarkxPress 6.5 and 
earlier if all 42 Proxima Nova fonts were installed at the same 
time. QuarkxPress would sometimes fail to create PDF files or 
print to PostScript output devices. This is now fixed. 

note to proxima nova 1.0 users: To solve this problem, it was 
necessary to split Proxima Nova into three smaller font fami-
lies—Normal, Condensed, and Extra Condensed. Consequently, 
the Condensed and Extra Condensed fonts aren’t recognized 
as being the same fonts as before. Thus, if you upgrade, you 
will need to re-apply the Condensed and Extra Condensed 
styles. Some programs, like InDesign and QuarkxPress, will 
display a “missing font” message when you open a document 
that used the old fonts and allow you to easily find and replace 
the old fonts with the new ones in the document.

new feature:  
improved alternate character access

Instead of two, there are now seven Stylistic Sets, providing 
more flexible access to alternate characters in Proxima Nova:

 Roman italic

set 1 (“Primer” Set) a l y → a l y l y → l y

set 2 (“Futura” Set) G a → G a G → G

set 3 (Alternate “G”) G → G G → G

set 4 (Alternate roman “a”) a → a *

set 5 (Alternate italic “a”) * a → a

set 6 (Alternate “l”) l → l l → l

set 7 (Alternate “y”) y → y y → y

* no change

In programs that support Stylistic Sets, more than one Set may 
be applied at a time. For example, Stylistic Set 1 (the “Primer” 
Set) could be recreated by applying Sets 4, 6, and 7 all at once. 

Note that some Stylistic Sets affect roman and italic differently. 
So, for example, if you prefer to have a two-story lowercase “a” 
in italic as well as roman, apply Set 5. The roman “a” will retain 
its normal two-story design because Set 5 has no effect on the 
roman. Similarly, if you prefer to have a one-story “a” in both 
roman and italic, apply Set 4 instead, which changes the roman 
but not the italic.

Proxima Nova 1.1 & 1.2 Update Information


